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HOW THE MULTI-LEVEL DEMOCRATISATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW-MAKING CAN EFFECT POPULAR ASPIRATIONS TOWARDS SELF-DETERMINATION

MOHSEN AL ATTAR* AND REBEKAH THOMPSON**

In the face of a globalised economy and an ascendant transnational legal apparatus, states find themselves surrendering responsibilities that were once within the exclusive purview of national governments, to transnational regulatory regimes. As these regimes expand in importance and jurisdiction, questions arise as to the democratic implications of this reconfiguration. In this article, we consider whether there is space for the direct participation of citizens in international law-making. We argue that, when seen through a TWAILian lens, mainstream legal constructs can be used to increase both Third World and popular representation in the international legal regime. The rule of law provides the ideological basis for mass decision-making in international law while the principle of equality opens the door to universal participation in the formulation of laws: no globalisation without representation. The urgency of a democratic international legal regime has been made palpable by soaring global inequality. As we demonstrate, a multi-level global governance structure – a continuum of political engagement from the local to the global – can expand participation beyond the nation-state and improve the likelihood of a more equitable world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As both a political movement and a legal methodology, Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL) has been instrumental in advancing critical and occasionally radical appraisals of an evolving international legal regime. To some, the unashamedly partisan nature of this kind of scholarship has been cause for ‘discomfort’, whereas to others (or, ironically, to the other), it represents a precious oppositional interlude to the matter-of-fact, often celebratory, rhetoric.

---

common to much of mainstream international legal scholarship (MILS). Efforts of TWAIL scholars to maintain a watchful eye over international legal expansion possess a greater, if not graver, level of significance when superimposed upon a backdrop of recent independence struggles. To be sure, many of today’s nation-states acquired recognition of their sovereign status only a few decades ago. Until then, they were presumptively excluded from formal participation in the formation of international law, thereby making contemporary engagement all the more poignant.

TWAIL is an alternative narrative of international law that has developed in opposition to the realities of domination and subordination prevalent in the international legal apparatus. A fundamentally counter-hegemonic movement, TWAIL is united in its rejection of what its champions regard as an unjust relationship between the Third World and international law. Premised upon principles of tolerance, inclusion, and the ‘inherent equivalency of humanity’, the aim is to rethink and reconstruct international law along more equitable lines. In this way, TWAIL seeks to democratise governance structures, both national and global, and make them more responsive to the aspirations of Third World peoples. It also aims to eliminate conditions of powerlessness and under-development that they continue to suffer under. In this sense, a reclaiming of the humanity, dignity, and agency of Third World peoples is the ultimate goal of TWAIL.

Notwithstanding TWAIL’s critical role in ongoing struggles, including critiques of international legal policies that disadvantage Third World nations and advocacy for more equitable relationships between sovereign states of unequal power, certain MILS’ scholars continue to dismiss TWAIL’s contribution to international legal scholarship. It has been labelled as passé, nihilistic, or – in one particularly churlish assessment – ‘politically dysfunctional’. Nevertheless, its relevance persists.

The last quarter of the 20th century has been characterised by the installation of a multitude of international institutions (IIs) and transnational legal regimes, virtually none of which originate in the Third World but all of which possess,

---


4 Id.


7 Id.
either directly or incidentally, jurisdiction over Third World affairs. Among Third World peoples, this is cause for unease, as the uploading of their nation’s sovereignty translates into a downloading of disenfranchisement. Today’s marginalisation is arguably more insidious: it calls upon the freshly-emancipated to surrender their recently-won sovereignty to a network of authorities not far removed from former colonial conquerors. Following hard on the heels of the decolonisation movement, it would be both insensitive and arrogant to underestimate the significant impact such a capitulation has upon the dignity of Third World states.

Ambivalence regarding the international legal regime and also towards First World intentions led to a division in TWAIL scholarship. TWAIL I was the original manifestation with its heyday in the age of decolonisation of the 1950s, 60s and 70s. This approach was characterised by a ‘non-rejectionist’ adoption of the existing standards of international law and a particularly zealous protection of sovereignty. However, as a number of brutal and authoritarian regimes arose to fill the power vacuum left by former colonial masters, a new approach, TWAIL II, adopted a ‘philosophy of suspicion’ to move conceptions of international law beyond its ‘relationships of power and subordination’. For this reason, TWAIL II focuses on social movements and democratic participation of citizens. Our contribution is of the latter variety.

In addition to providing a brief sketch of the value of TWAIL to both Third World peoples and international legal scholarship, the preceding subtly introduces the topic under examination in the present article. As policy-making, law-making and other state functions gradually shift from municipal toward international settings, questions abound as to the reconfiguration of sovereignty and the implications for democratic governance. The substitution of democratic spaces with profoundly autocratic ones is of particular concern. Indeed, while transnational polities have experienced a sharp rise in recent decades, pillars of good

---

11 Al Attar & Tava, supra note 5, at 17.
13 Id. at 84.
14 Al Attar & Tava, supra note 5, at 17.
governance – as exhorted in relation to or, more accurately, against Third World states\textsuperscript{15} – have failed to develop apace. David Held describes the modern state system as embodying a ‘striking tension between the entrenchment of accountability and democratic legitimacy inside state boundaries and the pursuit of power politics outside such boundaries’\textsuperscript{16} It appears that despite the procurement of many of the social powers of nation-states, there has been a commensurate rejection of the trappings of democratic governance – such as accountability and the rule of law– by IIs. Not that any of this was unexpected.

Building upon the work of William Robinson and Jerry Harris,\textsuperscript{17} Bhupinder Chimni argues that a \textit{transnational capitalist class} (TCC) is at the helm of the assemblage of IIs.\textsuperscript{18} Averse to public oversight, this class has consistently stifled popular engagement and knowledge of their activities\textsuperscript{19}. Their aim is the establishment of a global organisational structure supportive of their worldview and, by extension, their material interests: ‘the essence of contemporary developments in the field of IIs is the creation of conditions conducive to the spread and growth of global capitalism’.\textsuperscript{20} To the extent that existing geo-political asymmetries continue to prescribe influence, the Third World appears as little more than a spectator in the emergent transnational legal apparatus. If anything, the erosion of autonomy instigated by the new order weakens overall Third political power, (\textit{re})reducing Third World states to productive appendages for the centres of capital and consumption.\textsuperscript{21}

Various proposals have been made to promote democratic engagement of citizens in international law-making. This article is of that vein, with particular emphasis on the involvement of Third World peoples. We privilege these populations in part because not only have they suffered the brunt of imperial international legal machinations, they also represent the great mass of world

\textsuperscript{15} James Gathii, \textit{The Limits of the New International Rule of Law on Good Governance, in Legitimate Governance in Sub-Saharan Africa} 215 (E.K. Obiora & O.C. Quashigah eds., 1999) (hereinafter Gathii – \textit{Limits of New Int’l Rule of Law}).


\textsuperscript{18} Chimni, \textit{supra} note 10, at 6.

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.} at 19.

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.}

population, totalling over five billion\textsuperscript{22} and clamour for some form of involvement in the international legal apparatus.

In this article, we consider a mechanism that might contribute to arresting – or, more realistically, mildly disrupting – the continuing marginalisation of the Third World in the global arena. Our proposal, not an uncontroversial one, is to inject elements of citizen participation in international law-making. To this end, the article is divided into four parts. In the first part, we provide a critical assessment of the emergent transnational legal apparatus as a form of continued colonisation unchanged from the origins of international law in the age of conquest. Its emphasis is on diminishing Third World autonomy prompted by the plutocratic nature of IIs governing practices. In the second part, we examine the strictures of the Westphalian nation-state model and primacy of sovereignty in international law. In identifying the role of sovereignty in the alienation of swathes of world population inherent in representative democracy, we turn to the question of how to effect self-determination of peoples and regions in the third part by contrasting the rule of law with a rule by law. If the legitimacy deficit in international law is tied to the disenfranchisement of citizens caused by the supranational operation of capitalist entities, an answer may be found in the inclusion of local and regional groups in a movement of legislative empowerment. The fourth part discusses specific forms this empowerment may take, engendering true self-determination in a participatory model that acts as form of counter-hegemony promoting multi-level democratisation, to achieve a vision of global governance based on principles of self-rule and equality.

The extent to which international law can be made by the same people to whom it applies is unclear; the extent to which international law should be made by them is another matter altogether. In this limited space, we will attempt to engage both of these issues by tracing a progression from exclusion to inclusion and from autocracy to subsidiarity.

II. CONTINUED COLONISATION: INTERNATIONAL LAW AS AN IMPERIAL PROJECT

Antony Anghie traces the origins of international law to Francisco de Vitoria, who authored the legitimising discourse for colonisation in his lectures on \textit{jus}

\textsuperscript{22} According to the 2008 World Population Data Sheet, in 2008, the world population stood at 6.7 billion. 1.2 billion people were classed by the United Nations as living in more developed countries, with 5.5 billion people residing in less developed regions. \textit{Available at:} http://www.prb.org/Publications/Datasheets/ 2008/2008wpds.aspx (last visited May 2, 2011).
International law was initially arranged to facilitate the exploitation of the Third World, primarily by annexation of lands and appropriation of resources, thus re-directing their histories. Fast-forward to today, where Third World states find themselves facing a similarly watershed moment. Formidable technological developments in the late 20th century freed capitalism from the mooring of the nation-state, making possible its emergence as a transnational phenomenon. In addition to enabling the de-nationalisation of production, these technologies facilitated the global dispersal of economic processes – industrial and financial activities – transforming the planet into a unified economic network. The technological sidestepping of spatial-temporal boundaries has, in turn, generated impetus towards deeper global political integration.

Some have suggested that these developments are evolutionary in nature, an ineluctable progression of human advancement: from tribe, to city, to nation, to globe. The historical record however, supports a claim of structural determinacy. Capital mobility occasions productive mobility – investments are strategically made in locales supportive of corporate interests – both of which are contingent upon a favourable legal environment. Accordingly, as national communities are fused into a transnational economic network, integrative global legal initiatives loyal to global capitalism were formed. Thus, material, rather than biological or anthropological impetus propelled developments forward.

A. Transnational Law: The Superseding of the State by Meta-regulatory Structures

In respect to what has been said in the preceding paragraphs, a new form of legal institution – transnational law – has been applied to overcome both political and social barriers to commodity and capital mobility. Capitalist momentum is pressing global society towards the establishment of a unitary legal order; one characterised by a corpus of meta-regulatory regimes or supranational regulatory initiatives.

24 WALTER RODNEY, HOW EUROPE UNDERDEVELOPED AFRICA (1972).
27 For an argument in support of the evolutionary claim, see, e.g., THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN, THE LEXUS AND THE OLIVE BRANCH (2000).
29 ROBINSON, supra note 25.
structures that often supersede national authority.\textsuperscript{30} When combined, these regimes shape a transnational legal apparatus governed by autonomous legal norms. Despite being fashioned outside of state mechanisms, nation-states are subject to their implications. Authority over this apparatus, not unlike control over the global economic architecture, is being consolidated in the hands of a transnational propertied bourgeoisie or a transnational capitalist class (TCC): the ‘owners of the major productive resources of the world’.

To achieve its goals, an emergent TCC adopts multifarious strategies that include, \textit{inter alia}, the enactment of supportive regulatory measures.\textsuperscript{32} Foremost, this class exploits its economic power to influence the position of nation-states on global regulation ‘such that a particular form of economic rationality becomes part of the taken-for-granted ways of policy making’.\textsuperscript{33} Meta-regulatory structures are as much about regulating regulation as they are about regulating non-regulation: i.e. defining areas where regulation is permissible. We thus see transnational law placing a series of constraints upon states, ensuring consistency across borders and cultures to facilitate the transnational flow of capital.\textsuperscript{34} When combined with technological progress, the new legal institution appears to provide the TCC with the means to further entrench their economic, political, and ideological clout. In the process, notions of sovereignty and self-determination are being reconceptualised – \textit{disaggregated}\textsuperscript{35} – to accommodate transnationally-integrated processes of capital accumulation and global governance.

\textbf{B. Third World Disenfranchisement: The Growth of Inequality}

The scenario is particularly insidious from a Third World perspective. Having struggled to achieve (formal) sovereignty just a few decades ago, Third World

\textsuperscript{31} Robinson & Harris, \textit{supra} note 17, at 22 & 28-29. The authors further allege that transnationalism is also precipitating the formation of a global proletariat as the national working classes are swept up by globalised circuits of capital.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{See} SUSAN K. SELL, \textit{PRIVATE POWER, PUBLIC LAW: THE GLOBALIZATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS} ch. 4 (2003) (hereinafter SELL). Of course, class formation on a world scale is equally messy; perhaps even more so than at the national level (collective interests do not ensure collective affinity). We therefore witness struggles between a complex corps of factions, united on certain issues and divided on others, but nevertheless coalescing around an objective of transnational economic integration and thus forming a powerful class alliance.
\textsuperscript{33} Morgan, \textit{supra} note 30.
\textsuperscript{35} Chimni, \textit{supra} note 10, at 17.
states today are compelled to cede authority over domestic policymaking. Power is shifting to an ever-expanding network of popularly unrepresentative and politically unaccountable IIs operating at the behest of TCCs which are located principally outside the Third World. The erosion of sovereignty is accompanied by a weakening of policy autonomy and national self-determination; an *uploading* of authority promotes a concentration of control that is antithetical to the democratic – and devolutionary – aspirations of freshly decolonised states and peoples.

Even proponents of global integration are hard-pressed to point out the benefits these developments have yielded for Third World peoples. On the contrary, they appear to precipitate the exacerbation of widespread Third World disenfranchisement. In terms of economic (in)equality, technological innovation and political influence, gaps between the First World and Third World have accelerated during the last two decades suggesting that global integration is not synonymous with global prosperity. While something should be said of emergent middle classes in a handful of target Third World markets – India, China, South Africa and Brazil, to name the cause célèbres of the neoliberal era – on the whole, indices of human wellbeing point to the deterioration rather than amelioration of actual conditions. Deeper disenfranchisement during the transnational era is observable on at least two levels: in the narrative of formal equality that dominates IIs and in the ascendant influence of elite non-state actors in transnational law-making processes.

1. Authoritarian International Institutions: Foreign Imposition and Agenda Setting by the ‘Usual Suspects’

In line with a one-size-fits-all approach, the new transnational legal apparatus eschews doctrines of yore such as ‘voluntarism’ and ‘common but differentiated responsibility’, intended to preserve domestic subjectivity. They have been replaced with ‘single undertakings’ and ‘democratised blame’; elements of an alleged universal objectivity. In the new legal framework, contexts and conditions

---

36 Id. at 21.
37 Chimni refers to a loss of “policy space” for developing countries in the social, economic and environmental fields. B.S. Chimni, *Prolegomena to a Class Approach to International Law*, 21(1) EUR. J. INT’L L 57, 74 (2010).
38 DRAHOS & BRAITHWAIT, supra note 8.
39 To cite just one example, the 2004 report of the Food and Agriculture Organisation tells us that “hunger has increased to 852 million gravely undernourished children, women and men, compared to 842 last year, despite already warning of a ‘setback in the war against hunger’ in 2003”. Richard Goulet, ‘Food Sovereignty’: A Step Forward in the Realisation of the Right to Food, 1 L. SOC. JUST. & GLOBAL DEV. J. 1, 2 (2009) (hereinafter Goulet).
40 Chimni, supra note 10, at 21.
41 Id.
are casualties of the pathology of procedure and legal uniformity.\footnote{Deepak Nayyar, \textit{International Trade and Factor Mobility: Economic Theory and Political Reality}, in \textit{ECONOMICS AS IDEOLOGY AND EXPERIENCE: ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF ASHOK MITRA} 81 (Deepak Nayyar ed., 1998).} A process-oriented index of the type that characterises transnational law originates within a quasi-utopian liberal representation of a global community where sovereign nations freely consent to a set of rational norms and are held accountable by a series of horizontal restraints applied equally to all.\footnote{VAUGHAN LOWE, \textit{INTERNATIONAL LAW} 19 (2007). In reference to state entry into treaties, Lowe discusses the sovereign power of states to act as they please. Should a state consider a particular treaty more advantageous than not, it may elect to become a party. As he later notes, such authority is rooted in the principle of state sovereign equality. While this principle exists in theory, it fails to take into account the reality of resource disparities between states.}

Though seemingly neutral, this purging of politics and history from international law-making posits a parity of power between First and Third World states that is pure fiction. Contrast the claim by Buchanan and Keohane that ‘[w]eak states are...less threatened by the dominance of powerful states within the institutions’\footnote{Christian Brutsch & Dirk Lehmkühl, \textit{Complex Legalisation and the many moves to law}, in \textit{LAW AND LEGALISATION IN TRANSNATIONAL RELATIONS} 36 (Christian Brutsch & Dirk Lehmkühl eds., 2008) (hereinafter Brutsch & Lehmkühl).} with trade expert Raj Bhala’s assertion that Third World nations face a ‘nearly impossibility of effective participation’ in the WTO where ‘the usual suspects’ set the agenda for the entire body.\footnote{Raj Bhala, \textit{Poverty, Islam, and Doha: Unmet Challenges Facing American Trade Law}, 36 \textit{INT’L L.} 159, 171 (2002).} While the illusion of equality is preserved – through voluntary negotiations with IIs – a ‘largely pre-determined set of policies’ is thrust upon Third World states should they wish to maintain their creditworthiness and ability to participate in the global economy.\footnote{Obiora Chinedu Okafor, \textit{Poverty, Agency and Resistance in the Future of International Law: An African Perspective}, in \textit{INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE THIRD WORLD: RESHAPING JUSTICE} 95, 102 (Richard Falk, Balakrishnan Rajagopal & Jacqueline Stevens eds., 2008) (hereinafter Okafor).}

Many African leaders for instance, describe domestic fiscal policies as the product of foreign ‘imposition’, achieved through a relationship of dominance that persists between the continent and neo-colonial IIs.\footnote{Id. at 101.} As an example, Obiora Okafor cites the Nigerian government’s National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy for its reproduction of ‘every central tenet of the IMF’s and World Bank’s requirements for certifying a country...as being engaged in meaningful reform’.\footnote{Id. at 103.} To secure the necessary financial support, evidence of Third

\footnote{Id. at 103.}
World compliance with the desired – or imposed – policies is required to be provided.

While the determinacy of the policies has much to do with the privileging of neo-liberalism as the economic ideology (or science) of choice, it is also heavily influenced by ‘the way in which patterns of fixed preference are formed and operate inside international institutions’. A demonstration of the contradictions, complexities, or even disadvantages of the policy is unlikely to be persuasive. When facing structural bias, ‘the world of legal practice is quite predictable’, as are the policy objectives of the TCC. Thus, while many mainstream academics may be smitten with the rhetoric and desire espoused by IIs; to TWAIL scholars, the result is the capture of sovereign economic, political, and social spaces of Third World states and peoples by agents operating at the behest of their First World masters and clients.

2. Corporate Influence and Transnational Standardisation: the TCC, TRIPS and GATS

Many international legal scholars have identified the strong links between transnational law and corporate actors; arguing that transnational law-making has evolved as a mechanism through which the TCC sows favourable norms across domestic jurisdictions. A vast network of technocrats makes use of an array of resources in their effort ‘to create a world of ideas that has material force’. Two examples of efforts to promote the transnational standardisation of pathways towards capital accumulation are most prominent: the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property agreement (TRIPS) and the General Agreements on Trade in Services (GATS).

50 Id.
51 Chimni, supra note 10, at 20. According to Professor Chimni, ‘the IFIs have a weighted voting system that gives Northern states a dominant voice in the decision-making process, with the result that third world countries and peoples are unable to influence in any way the content of conditionalities imposed upon them’.
53 Chimni, supra note 10, at 4.
55 General Agreement on Trade in Services, Jan. 1, 1995, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Final Act Embodying the Results of the
Sell, Drahos, and Braithwaite have meticulously charted the TRIPS narrative in their works. A coalition of private organisations played the key part in facilitating the induction of core minimum intellectual property (IP) standards in the World Trade Organization (WTO) framework. The TCC assumed multiple roles in advancing this agenda: a legislative role in drafting the treaty, an executive role in monitoring compliance, and a lobbying role in leveraging pressure upon states in the drive to universalise the desired standards. This approach resulted in the globalisation of precise IP norms via a privately-shaped – yet publicly-driven – transnational legal regime that extended exclusive rights over newly-forged commodities, allowing them to be traded in the global marketplace.

Little of this is in the interest of the Third World. Not only do the bulk of IP rights rest with corporate owners in the United States (US), Europe and Japan, but TRIPS’ primary concern is the protection of IP rights and not the dissemination of information. This modus operandi stands in stark contrast to the municipal legislation of the First World countries that seek to ‘balance the economic interests of owners of IP against the public interest in having access to new knowledge’. Commensurate with an intensification of IP protections is a reduction in technology transfer from the North to the South. The legislative privileging of First World corporate profit margins over widespread Third World access to technologies and medicines undermines prospects for improved quality of life and economic development in the Third World.

The second example of the TCC’s legal resourcefulness is with respect to Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, GATT Doc. MTN/FA, Annex 1B. It has been argued by Drahos that “underneath the development ideology of intellectual property there lies an agenda of under-development. It is all about protecting the knowledge and skills of the leaders of the pack”. The legislative privileging of First World corporate profit margins over widespread Third World access to technologies and medicines undermines prospects for improved quality of life and economic development in the Third World.

Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, GATT Doc. MTN/FA, Annex 1B.

56 Peter Drahos & John Braithwaite, Information Feudalism: Who Owns The Knowledge Economy? 103 (2002) (hereinafter Drahos & Braithwaite – Information Feudalism); Sell, supra note 32. Lobby groups championed intellectual property rights as a matter of national interest capable of offsetting the ballooning US trade deficit. While educational programmes were launched to disseminate the new common sense, coercive trade measures were adopted to ensure compliance. In 1974, the US amended its ‘Section 301’ trade mechanism to allow the exclusion of foreign imports violating the rights of American IP holders. A later amendment went further, creating a legal obligation to deny market access to countries refusing to enact legislation protecting IP rights as counselled by the Office of the United States Trade Representative.

57 Drahos & Braithwaite – Information Feudalism, id. at 99.

58 It has been argued by Drahos that “underneath the development ideology of intellectual property there lies an agenda of under-development. It is all about protecting the knowledge and skills of the leaders of the pack”. Drahos & Braithwaite – Information Feudalism, id. at 12.


international trade in services. The GATS primary function has been the progressive liberalisation of the international service markets.\textsuperscript{61} Drake and Nicolaidis describe the leadership behind the services discourse as an epistemic community operating at two tiers.\textsuperscript{62} At one level, government officials, agencies, and firms established alliances and plotted a course for the establishment of a trade-in-services market. At another, academics, jurists, and industry specialists developed a legitimising discourse, de-politicising services through the use of abstract, technical, and legalistic language.\textsuperscript{63} Tellingly, participation in negotiations to liberalize international trade in services was by invitation only, as the domain was designated as purely technical with limited distributional impacts.\textsuperscript{64} GATS provided the TCC with a forum in which to legitimise and circulate its worldview of commodified and tradeable services; legalising a presumption towards private sector involvement in public service delivery.\textsuperscript{65}

Similarly, Kelsey argues that GATS was a project in legal imperialism ‘devised and executed by the US with the support of its Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) allies’.\textsuperscript{66} Through direct and indirect threat in the areas of trade and aid, these nations funnelled public services into the international trade apparatus.\textsuperscript{67} As a result, ‘highly sensitive areas of domestic policy’ were placed under the banner of simple commercial activity, detaching them from formulations of national interest that newly independent Third World states were trying to craft. Reminiscent of colonial times, the objective was to preserve First World advantage within the new economy. Thus, through the abstraction typical of contractual relations, international law was used to legitimatize the inequalities that produced the persistent political hierarchy between

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Jane Kelsey}, \textit{Serving Whose Interests? The Political Economy Of Trade In Services Agreements} 25 (2008) (hereinafter \textit{Kelsey}).
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 38. Literature on the negotiations suggests that distributional consequences engendered by the discourse were concealed, including the empowerment of finance-capital to compete more effectively in the trade-in-services market than traditional service providers. Even in more recent times, participation of Third World nations in recent conferences/summits to discuss the future of the global financial architecture post the global financial crisis seems to be restricted to a privileged few. Aldo Calliari, \textit{WAIT! Do We Really Want Those Who Got Us Into the Financial Crisis to Plan Our Way Out?}, available at: http://www.coc.org/node/6233 (last visited May 16, 2011). We thank the editors of TL&D for bringing this to our attention.
\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Kelsey}, supra note 61, at 16.
\textsuperscript{67} Drake & Nicolaidis, supra note 62.
\end{flushright}
the First and Third Worlds.

Permanent disparities in power pave way for exploitation: ‘Inequalities in a society mean, above all, unequal control over the scarce resources of a community, and it is this difference alone that provides one party with the bargaining or coercive strength to impose an unequal exchange, an exchange that violates a widely shared sense of fair value’.\(^68\) The TCC and First World states, which occupy the upper reaches of a stratified global society, are in a position to unilaterally impose demands in exchange for the provision of goods and services of which those at the bottom are in need. While compliance is qualitatively different from consent, the articulation of unequal terms of trade in meta-regulatory regimes obliterates the distinction as the TCC makes use of compulsory dispute resolution mechanisms to ensure obeisance.

By combining tiered negotiations (e.g. the ‘Green Room’\(^69\)), opaque decision-making and interest group pluralism, IIs have established a progressively plutocratic regime. Moving beyond rhetoric, it is clear that current efforts towards global legal integration are not motivated by aspirations towards popular political emancipation but by the denial to ‘a vast majority of humankind of the equality of autonomy to shape its future’.\(^70\) Needless to say, from a Third World perspective, the situation is intolerable. In the coming section, we argue that if viewed through a democratic prism the situation is unconscionable.

III. TWAIL: RE-SHAPING SOVEREIGNTY

TWAIL urges a re-imagining of the international legal corpus in light of extant ‘power relations…[First World] economic domination, and the historical relations between the West and the rest of the world’\(^71\). Its aim is to highlight, criticise and rectify the almost literal master-slave relationship that characterises First World to Third World political exchanges.\(^72\) To this end, scholars such as Okafor and Rajagopal have placed much emphasis on popular participatory mechanisms,


\(^{69}\) Kent Jones, Green Room Politics and the WTO’s Crisis of Representation, 9(4) Progress in Development Studies 349, 349 (2009). Kent describes the Green Room as an informal institution in the decision-making process of the WTO. It refers to meetings usually called by the Director-General, in which only a small subset of member countries takes part. The Green Room process came under critical scrutiny, particularly during the Doha Round, because of its inherently plutocratic nature.

\(^{70}\) Chimni, supra note 10, at 31.

\(^{71}\) Al Attar & Tava, supra note 5, at 19.

\(^{72}\) Anghie & Chimni, supra note 12, at 84.
resulting in important space being dedicated to social movements and ordinary people in their analyses of legal reform. Ultimately, ‘through [TWAIL], international law is being held to account in the name of the very people it has historically disenfranchised and…being re-made along more democratic lines’. This final statement, however, is overly ambitious since the status of democracy in international law, a pillar in foreign-compelled good governance and rule of law projects across the Third World, remains unclear.

A. Overcoming Structural and Ideological Hurdles to Inject Democracy into International Law

Democracy, a political model intended to facilitate collective decision-making and empowerment, does not sit quite as comfortably within orthodox representations of international law. Part of this tension is structural. At its inception, which Antony Anghie situates in the 16th century, international law was exclusively the purview of burgeoning state power stemming from royal prerogative. For much of this period, states were characterised by authoritarian forms of government that excluded individuals from both domestic and international affairs. The international legal apparatus, conceived and developed during this period, is thus structured along state-centric lines. The advent of political freedoms in many First and Third World states seemingly had no effect in redressing the restricted involvement of citizens in international law-making. While local elections provided some modicum of representation among nationals of democratic states, the power of people over IIIs remained incidental, because no clear paths were designed for citizens to participate in international law-making activities. Equally telling, no mechanisms were established to ensure the accountability of II officials either.

A more important aspect of this tension, however, is ideological. International law is traditionally regarded as a mechanism through which sovereign states
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formalise diplomatic compromise. Sovereignty is a precious commodity intended to provide legal substance to communal expressions of identity and self-determination and is guarded quite closely by national communities. This is even more so in the Third World where imperial powers have run roughshod over local expressions of autonomy. Accordingly, international legal negotiations – and eventual legal obligations – have traditionally been contingent upon a voluntary expression of sovereign will.

While extant compromises necessarily imply a surrender of sovereignty, this is partial, temporary, and subject to immediate revocation. From this perspective, sovereignty can be likened to a form of tribalism or ethnic differentiation and separatism wherein our interests supersede theirs. Democracy on a world scale – whether one person-one vote, one state-one vote, a people’s assembly, or variations thereof – curtails national independence in favour of collective diktat and interest. This explains the historic apprehension of governments and peoples towards the self-subordination inherent in acquiescence to global imperatives. It also explains the democratic deficit we face today. Both structural and ideological hurdles need to be overcome in order to successfully infuse democracy into international law.

B. The Transformation of Sovereignty: Are Some Private Actors More Equal Than Others?

In the preceding section, we qualified the sentiment of apprehension with the term historic to indicate an ideological shift that appears underway. As examined, a growing number of supranational legal regimes have sprouted; regimes governed by autonomous legal norms devised outside of state mechanisms. While domestic private legal systems have traditionally been used to adapt and reproduce norms favourable to an elite class, their transnational variants appear to possess a more stealthy character. The legalisation of world politics, as termed by Brutsch and Lehmkuhl, is a process intended to ‘effectively restrict the margins of state sovereignty’. Enshrining a particular logic through meta-regulation limits the parameters of possible state regulatory intervention, requiring societies to accept a
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new paradigm sans public assent.86

The ratification of transnational arrangements carries with it the duty to harmonise domestic laws with their new obligations.87 While relations between states may have traditionally been dealt with via diplomacy, today’s disputes are fashioned into adversarial exercises in litigation, judged according to formally rational meta-norms to which states are increasingly subservient.88 To put it differently, within the new legal framework, debates over sovereignty and jurisdictional surrender are quickly becoming moot as we move toward an authoritarian model of global governance.

However, what remains less clear is the role of people in this new model. Few would argue against the need to extend ‘democracy beyond the nation-state to bring to account those global and transnational forces which presently escape effective democratic control’.89 The EU, the US, and many IIs consistently champion the cause of democracy, accountability, and transparency.90 Realpolitik notwithstanding, the democratic ideal has gained much traction, with several noted scholars and United Nations (UN) agencies describing it as both universal value and human right.91 Yet, states appear to practice a kind of democratic exceptionalism with regard to international affairs; proffering democracy at the national level while opposing it at the global level. Worse still, IIs are facilitating the emergence of increasingly plutocratic authority.

Plutocracy begins with the premise that wealth is a primary marker of political identity, and thus political authority. The uploading of authority to undemocratic and unaccountable IIs has triggered a transformation of the theory and practice of sovereignty. Whether in the Trilateral Commission92 or the OECD, corporate and TCC involvement is actively sought.93 In fact, avenues have been fashioned to

87 Judith Goldstein et al., Legalisation in World Politics, 54(3) INT’L ORG. 385, 392 (2000).
88 Kenneth W. Abbott et al., The Concept of Legalisation, 54(3) INT’L ORG. 401, 401-419 (2000).
90 For its part, the EU articulates its perception of democracy as a ‘universal value’ in the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights, see http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/eidhr_en.htm (last visited May 2, 2011).
91 Henry J. Steiner, Political Participation as a Human Right, 1 HARV. HUM. RTS. Y.B. 77, 77 (1988).
92 The Trilateral Commission is a private institution which aims to facilitate the rapprochement between corporate actors and public officials in the US, Europe, and Japan, see http://www.trilateral.org/ (last visited May 2, 2011).
93 Robinson & Harris, supra note 17, at 28.
ensure TCC influence over IIIs and transnational regulatory regimes. This has set in motion the re-imagination of other foundational elements of international law-making. Indeed, with the welcoming of corporate entities into deliberative fora, old arguments against the participation of non-state actors have become moot.

Consequently, challenges to the involvement of ordinary people in international law-making must overcome a different kind of hurdle to those present in the past: for instance, are some private actors more equal than others? This shift is to the advantage of those seeking to increase public participation for an equality argument based on equivalency of legal personality—‘we, citizens of State X, should be permitted to revise this agreement since they, corporations of State X, enjoy this privilege’—is much cleaner than an inclusionary argument—‘we, citizens of State X, should be permitted to revise this agreement despite the exclusion of non-state actors since it will ultimately impact our rights and wellbeing’. As we demonstrate in the following sections, this argument is predicated on notions of self-determination and the rule of law.

IV. SELF-DETERMINATION THROUGH POPULAR PARTICIPATION

Self-determination is an ancient concept, found in streams of thought from Greco-Roman, African and Asian civilisations. Indeed, TWAIL is first and foremost a tool of decolonisation, with its endpoint being a form of self-determination. To reiterate, processes of governance are gradually escaping the confines of the nation-state. IIIs and the global economic order they manage are quickly being dominated by non-state actors, including transnational corporations (TNC) and other members of the TCC, most of whom originate in the First World.

An abundance of legislative power in the hands of self-serving actors who are neither democratically elected nor accountable helps to create and perpetuate global inequalities. A stark example is the imbalance between the quality of life enjoyed in the First World and that in the Third World. While power asymmetries
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in legislative processes are not a new phenomenon – according to Rousseau, ‘laws are invariably useful to those who own property and harmful to those who do not’ \textsuperscript{99} – the global nature of the trend makes this a worrying development. The rule of law, at least rhetorically, provides a counter-balance to Rousseau’s political realism.

\textbf{A. Rule of Law or Rule by Law? Extending the Equality Principle as a Basis for Popular Participation}

Having been described as an ‘unqualified universal good’ \textsuperscript{100}, an ‘accepted measure…of governmental legitimacy’ \textsuperscript{101} and an ‘essential pillar upon which any high quality democracy rests’, \textsuperscript{102} the rule of law provides the ideological basis for popular participation in international law-making. Notwithstanding the uncertainty surrounding its precise meaning which has resulted in disparate, often conflicting and biased interpretations, the rule of law remains the argument \textit{par excellence} because of a single, widely agreed upon component: the principle of equality before the law or the importance of equals being treated equally. \textsuperscript{103} The proposition, that all individuals should be subject to the law’s equal application, if only formally, has become an incontestable and relatively uncontroversial feature of contemporary global society.

This claim holds true among a diverse array of societies, cultures and political systems, some of which prefer non-democratic forms of governance. \textsuperscript{104} Nevertheless, the rule of law and its sub-principle of equality are intertwined with a representation of democracy as the most legitimate form of governance. As stated by John Dewey, ‘belief in equality is part of the democratic credo’. \textsuperscript{105} Applying the regimes and the vulgar inequality that characterises living standards. \textit{See} Walter Armbrust, \textit{A Revolution Against Neoliberalism?}, available at: http://english.aljazeera.net/indepth/opinion/2011/02/201122414315249621.html (last visited May 2, 2011).


\textsuperscript{100} The rule of law was described this way by noted Marxist historian E.P. Thompson. BRIAN Z. TAMANAHa, \textit{On THE RULE OF LAW: HISTORY, POLITICS, THEORY} 137 (2004) (hereinafter TAMANAHa).
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rule of law to the emergent system of global governance requires a re-conceptualisation in the form of an extension of the equality principle. Not only should laws apply equally to all, but all should be afforded equal opportunity to influence the composition of laws to which they are subject. We find support for this contention from Robert Post who asserts that a useful barometer when assessing the degree of democracy in a given society – democracy exists on a sliding scale – is law-making and the extent to which ‘the laws are made by the same people to whom they apply’.106

In the domestic context, models of representative democracy ensure that each citizen enjoys the opportunity to participate in the election of an agent and, by extension, the law-making process. Such models are clearly absent from the realm of international governance. While some have argued that authority is bequeathed upon national legislators to regulate the international realm, others have challenged the association between domestic elections and international legislative legitimacy.107 In fact, so tenuous and fragmented is the link between domestic and international governance that David Held expresses scepticism towards the legitimacy of democratic mandates as they pertain to national politicians’ engagement of international law. He bemoans the arrogance of ‘democratic princes’ who either misinterpret or abuse the power bestowed upon them through domestic electoral contests.108 Held highlights the intersection between national and transnational jurisdictions – which he terms ‘spillover consequences’109 – and the special status many issues possess, to a global citizenry rather than to a series of national citizenries. This shift in perception is intended to promote humility among political elites, putting into perspective the interconnectedness of issues and ideas. Held, not unlike other visionaries, is motivated by a populist conception of democracy predicated on the aim of fairer and more equal social relations.110

Thus, Held shares with other scholars, the great antipathy towards the rule by law that dominates the international legal regime: small groups of privileged elites controlling the law-making and law-enforcing processes.111 In contrast, rule of law
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prevails when ‘tenants as well as landlords, employees as well as employers’ have
the opportunity to use the law to protect and advance their interests.\textsuperscript{112} Taking the
aspiration to its logical conclusion, achieving the rule of law is not limited to equal
submission to the law itself but also equality in participation in international law-
making. Once traditionally excluded groups gain access and influence over the law-
making process, rule of law, as opposed to rule by law, emerges as the reigning
paradigm. This facilitates the acquisition of popular agency and deepens collective
equality.

B. Agency as a Path to Equality

Equality and inequality as outcomes are highly dependent on the opportunities
available to an individual or group.\textsuperscript{113} Effectively exercising one’s agency is thus a
potential pathway to the enhancement of equality. For the present purposes,
agency’ should be understood \textit{not} as the intent to perform certain acts but the
capacity to do so.\textsuperscript{114} According to Okafor, ‘agency’ is ‘the capability to deal with an
issue, question or problem’.\textsuperscript{115} Between the 19\textsuperscript{th} and 20\textsuperscript{th} centuries, African societies
had their agency formally negated by colonial powers.\textsuperscript{116} The repudiation of
African agency took the form of ‘an assault on the capacity of African peoples to
govern their own lives and chart their own futures’.\textsuperscript{117} While this denial of agency
was more formal, widespread, and suffocating in colonial times, this phenomenon
is still rife today, albeit less conspicuous.\textsuperscript{118}

A fundamental difference between 18\textsuperscript{th} century society and today’s globalised
world is that the former was characterised by \textit{de jure} and \textit{de facto} inequality, whereas
the world we live in today consists of \textit{de jure} equality but \textit{de facto} inequality.\textsuperscript{119} This \textit{de facto}/\textit{de jure}
equality dichotomy can be clearly evidenced in the operations of IIs: the
rule of law deems everyone equal in the law’s application, yet we sustain inequality
by allowing a minority of privileged elites to participate in setting the international
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agenda. Returning to Rousseau: ‘The rich man will always use his influence to make, interpret and apply laws to serve his narrow class interests, disregarding the needs and fears of most of his fellow citizens’.120

Globalisation and the spread of neoliberal policies have exacerbated existing social inequalities and created new ones. The imposition of a Western-centric development model – predicated on free markets and trade liberalisation – has resulted in the further disempowerment of Third World societies and consequently, the continued erosion of their agency.121 The new order in international economic law, with its fusion of public and private spheres, ‘imbued [TNCs] with legal personality and a quasi-sovereign status to enforce contractual and property rights in international legal forums’.122 Through economic and legal pressure, the regulatory sovereignty of Third World states has effectively been re-colonised.123 The erosion of agency precipitates the destabilisation of self-sufficiency as Third World states are further subordinated to both the TCC and forced dependence on foreign consumer products.124 This is no more evident than in the case of peasants, who have been converted from producers of food to consumers of inputs; a consequence of their integration with the global agriculture market and their relative powerlessness compared to large-scale agribusinesses.125

In this regard, transnational law has played a key part in undermining peasant agency. Regulations forbidding the saving of seeds ensure that peasants steadily lose power over the things upon which they depend.126 Under threat of direct legal action for breach of IP rights, they can no longer sustain their communities by setting aside seeds to use the following year but must instead purchase new varieties from transnational seed companies.127 One scholar has described the dependence created by globalisation as ‘the surrendering of a community’s agential
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capacity’ to the control of another more powerful group. In short, the TCC have used their agency to exploit the economic opportunities presented by global capitalism and, in the process, undermined both the rule of law and human equality.

The implementation of neo-liberal policies, where authority over economic regulation shifts from accountable states to unaccountable IIs and market forces, is also weakening popular agency by shifting the locus of power from public to private hands. Individuals experience declining opportunities to better their own lives due to decreased state investment in communities and reduced access to resources and social services. In a cruel irony, at a time when democracy, alleged citizen agency and empowerment are spreading further across the globe, ‘the most important decisions about human life are progressively removed beyond the reach of electorates’. Disempowerment and inequality are of course the natural outcome of this removal: ‘Power shifts from labour to capital and from state to market… (and consequently), citizens are locked out of major decisions that affect social well-being’.

C. Empowerment as a Means of Reclaiming Agency

From the previous sections, we have seen how international law has contributed to the negation of Third World peoples’ agency both historically and contemporaneously. We have also seen how coercive processes of dependence and exclusion were directed towards the Third World during colonial and post-colonial times, resulting in widespread and systemic social, political, and economic disempowerment. To rectify this ‘locking out,’ a method of regaining human agency and of empowering individuals must be developed. We believe international law-making can assist in this regard. While ‘empowerment’ is a nebulous concept, the definition coined by Naila Kabeer will be employed: ‘the expansion in people’s ability to make strategic life choices in a context where this ability was previously denied to them’. This definition is preferred because it encapsulates the ideas of
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denial and retrieval, both of which align with the context-based subversion strategies characteristic of Third World emancipatory projects.\textsuperscript{136} It also presents empowerment as a \textit{process} that may precipitate an end-goal of agency.

Empowerment is advanced by providing individuals and communities options ‘from the vantage point of real alternatives’ as well as decision-making powers without the threat of ‘punishingly high costs’.\textsuperscript{137} Returning to the context of peasants, part of their disempowerment is tied to restrictive domestic laws that prevent them from saving seeds for communal exchange. A first of its kind in generations of farming, the prohibition is a direct consequence of TRIPS which, as argued earlier, protects IP rights above all else.\textsuperscript{138} Options are far and few as the choice of flouting the law is accompanied by the ‘punishingly high cost’ of state sanctions. In addition, the penetration of the countryside by agribusinesses and the increasing concentration of land ownership in fewer hands are such that peasants are incapable of operating outside the new economic model, and thus suffer an absence of ‘real alternatives’.\textsuperscript{139}

Feelings of empowerment are tied to self-efficacy and the belief that interventions can bring about a desired outcome.\textsuperscript{140} In other words, individuals \textit{themselves} must be central actors in transformative processes and improvements in life circumstances.\textsuperscript{141} Indeed, unless individuals regard themselves as the intervening factor that produced the change, the improvement would not be considered the result of empowerment.\textsuperscript{142} However desirable the improved circumstances are, the individuals affected would be mere recipients, rather than empowered persons exercising agency. Contrasting the disempowerment of the peasantry with the power and agency of the TCC, the latter group enjoys a direct line into policy-making at the WTO and, by extension, the domestic laws of all member-states, and thus finds itself — and \textit{feels} itself — to be in a favourable position.
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Being empowered requires a systemic approach – that is, national and international institutions must provide individuals with opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. Opportunity may manifest in a variety of ways, including not only access to resources and education, but also influence over law-making itself. Believing that one’s choices will contribute to an outcome stems not only from the systematic implementation of enabling factors, but also requires an ‘inner transformation’ – the feeling that one is not only able to make decisions, but is also entitled to do so. Only when individuals feel that they are entitled to participate and that their participation counts will they acquire a sense of empowerment. If IIs are to continue to espouse the rule of law and its principles of equality as a hallmark of civilised society, the hypocrisy created by the de jure equality/de facto inequality dichotomy must be rectified by giving non-state actors an equal opportunity to participate in the international governance process.

V. POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW-MAKING

Despite allusions towards a single universal moral creed – problematic in its own regard – principles of equality rarely surface in political or economic policy, particularly if read alongside their impact upon the Third World. It therefore comes as no surprise that a central tenet in the rising disillusionment with globalisation is the lack of citizen participation in the decision-making of IIs. According to Andrew Strauss, ‘in the modern democratic view it is commonly held that within states, political power at all levels of governance must directly involve the citizenry. It is time these basic democratic principles were applied to the international order’. Mutua makes the very same point arguing ‘for the full democratization of the structures of both national and international governance so that all voices can be heard’. The answer to the question of meaning and purpose of citizen involvement question may be discerned from the following sections.

A. Increasing Inclusion: Toward Global Citizenship

Alongside the aims of empowerment, democracy is meant to facilitate
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aspirations towards autonomy and self-determination. Returning to Post, self-determination equates with self-government, itself characterised by a popular ‘warranted conviction’ that people are involved in the process of governing themselves.149 Liberalism’s conception is that formal equality is the king, ensuring that all are provided opportunity to participate in the political process. Self-determination directly aligns with TWAIL and its ambition to assist the states and peoples of the Third World escape structural and substantive marginalization’.150

Reducing Third World marginalisation equates with enhancing fairness and substantive equality at an international level. To this end, mechanisms are needed to ensure that those affected by social institutions have a share in producing and managing them. In Rousseau’s view, inequality can never be entirely eradicated.151 However, if it is reduced, ‘the predatory violence, humiliation, dependency and unpredictability inflicted on the weak can be kept under control’.152 The lessening of inequality is achieved not by asking the powerful to relinquish their power, a Sisyphean task in itself, but by adding new organised interests to the mix.153 A system that values participation has a better chance of achieving equality, for it privileges a plurality of voices and thus a plurality of interests: ‘when power and wealth become widely dispersed, law becomes not a stick used by the few against the many but a two-edged sword’.154

John Dewey regards exclusion from participation as a subtle form of suppression, for it denies individuals the opportunity to decide what is advantageous for them.155 If this assertion is true and if exclusion equals oppression, then it stands to reason that inclusion and participation equate (some form of) emancipation. While the general will of the collective may not always align with the will of an individual, citizens must experience the process by which decisions are authorised and observe first-hand the responsiveness of structures to their represented values and ideas.156 A responsive and cosmopolitan process therefore is essential to forming a meaningful democracy: if citizens feel alienated from the process by which general will is created, voting is reduced to a mere ‘mechanism for decision-making, a mechanism that can easily turn oppressive and undemocratic’.157
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The idea of cosmopolitanism or global citizenship has a lineage extending back to the Roman Empire. But in this age of rapid transportation, instantaneous communications and ever enhanced capacities for ‘doing evil at some point on our globe’, there seems a greater possibility than ever of overcoming Kant’s scepticism as to whether ‘the oceans make a community of nations impossible’.\textsuperscript{158} Boaventura de Sousa Santos posits that in parallel to neoliberal globalisation, a ‘Counter-Hegemonic Globalisation’ has arisen which uses the same legal and political innovations as its neoliberal \textit{bête noire}, but is strictly oppositional to it.\textsuperscript{159}

Santos defines counter-hegemonic globalisation as: ‘the vast set of networks, initiatives, organizations and movements that fight against the economic, social and political outcomes of hegemonic globalisation, challenge the conceptions of world development underlying the latter, and propose alternative conceptions’.\textsuperscript{160} From these activities, he theorises an oppositional cosmopolitanism termed ‘subaltern cosmopolitan legality’. This is a ‘bottom-up’, participatory approach. It has a ‘transcalar\textsuperscript{161}’ character, applying legal strategies at different scales that advance counter-hegemonic globalisation by targeting the ‘global in the local and the local in the global’.\textsuperscript{162} The great promise of subaltern cosmopolitan legality is that it offers an ‘alternative imaginary’ beyond the local and nation-state.\textsuperscript{163}

In line with counter-hegemonic globalisation contributions, our proposition is that some form of participation should be infused into conceptions of global citizenship via the structure of international law-making, thus enabling the aim of self-determination. The current participation gap has culminated in the oppression of those who are excluded – Third World peoples – and cannot continue in a world where the general understanding of equality rejects the machinations of unelected interest groups and corporate actors in setting policies on behalf of world population.\textsuperscript{164} There is thus an urgent need for the extension of participation beyond the nation-state and select private actors to promote accountability among hitherto unaccountable political and economic forces. Of course, participation can take on different shapes and forms, ranging from passive acts of voting to more active acts of developing and proposing alternate arrangements – discussed in the remainder of Part IV – hence TWAIL’s variegated approach towards reform
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including critique, construction, and renewal.\(^{165}\)

**B. A Global Parliamentary Assembly**

In this vein, Richard Falk and Andrew Strauss have proposed the creation of a global democratic forum, deemed a ‘global parliamentary assembly’ \(^{166}\) (GPA) tasked with enfranchising global citizens.\(^{166}\) Such a body would not be constituted by states but would instead be endowed with legitimacy through a direct voting process.\(^{167}\) Direct authority would facilitate the GPA’s emergence as a space for world interest groups to interact. Indeed, popular legitimacy of this level would incite petitioning from citizen groups looking to advance their respective causes.\(^{168}\) Despite the unlikelihood of the proposal being endorsed by most nation-states, Falk and Strauss maintain that the goal is realistic. It could be accomplished incrementally, beginning with 20-30 forward-thinking countries and gradually gaining the membership of other states as various civil society groups lobby their own governments to join.\(^{169}\)

While we are in agreement with the authors that such an institution is necessary and desirable, we are concerned that without the development of paths towards active participation, this model will fail to be effective. Our concern stems from the fact that they appear to concentrate on the election of representatives for a new transnational institution. A focus on elections, in our view, is misguided, for the privileging of procedural over substantive participation is unlikely to redress the practice of inequality, particularly as it plays out at the global level.

It is coming to be realised that ‘in many countries, the gap between rich and poor is growing, reaching levels not seen for many decades’.\(^{170}\) Notwithstanding
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protracted experiences with electoral-based representation, liberal democracies such as the US, the UK\textsuperscript{171} and New Zealand\textsuperscript{172} have experienced massive hikes in inequality during the past 30 years. This is a major problem for democracy, because as Michael Sandel has identified, ‘too great a gap between rich and poor undermines the solidarity that democratic citizenship requires. As inequality deepens, rich and poor live increasingly separate lives’.\textsuperscript{173} Many scholars link the widening inequality gap to neo-liberalism, which appears somewhat impervious to systems of governance,\textsuperscript{174} hence the emergence of similar patterns in non-democratic neoliberal states such as Egypt, Morocco, and Iran. As market capitalism settles deeper into the global landscape, domestic political options become redundant: ‘irrespective of which party or coalition is voted into power in general elections today, the economic and social policies that it would pursue would remain the same in their essentials’\textsuperscript{175} For its part, the value of voting remains indeterminate, primarily because of ‘the sporadic and elitist nature of low-intensity representative democracies’ and their failure to either ‘[nurture] a participatory political culture’ or to ‘[deliver] on the goods’\textsuperscript{176}

In this model, participation is reduced to the passive ticking of a box and thus does not provide a solution to the absence of genuine deliberative input from local people. If our aim is to truly democratis global governance, an organisational structure must be implemented to provide for participation in a substantial manner: discussion, debate and decision-making. It is hoped, and indeed expected, that heightened emphasis on deliberation would nurture a lively community and cultivate an active citizenship.

Indeed, an important and helpful demarcation, albeit only slightly less arbitrary, is the distinction between passive and active acts of participation. Building on Dewey’s earlier comments, it is essential for citizens to contribute to the decision-making process and to witness the implementation of their contribution. Demonstrations, while occasionally effective (as witnessed in the Tunisian and
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Egyptian revolutions of 2011), qualify as a passive form of participation as it is impossible to assess the impact upon decision-making or feelings of empowerment. Consider, for instance, the futility of the global marches against the invasion of Iraq in 2003. While passive acts of civic participation or formal engagement (e.g. elections) may ‘widen’ democracy, whether they ‘deepen’ democracy is another matter altogether and one that should not be taken for granted.

Perhaps a better approach than the knee-jerk rush towards electoral politics would be a measured strategy that begins by answering certain fundamental questions: whose participation are we promoting; what is the purpose of their involvement; how are they to be involved; what kind of decisions can they make; and how will these decisions be made. At a later stage, it would also be sensible to consider whether the adopted approach has achieved the sought after objectives. Applying TWAIL to this strategy yields the following responses respectively:177 global citizens; to eradicate historically (and racially) based social, political, and economic power asymmetries and promote self-determination; by involving peoples in international law-making; with authority to decide the structural principles upon which international law might rest; and via processes of deliberation and democratic participation. While these answers alone do not provide the blueprint for the democratisation of international law-making, they do convey a number of foundational principles upon which a system of global governance could be structured.

C. Multi-Level Cosmopolitan Democracy

David Held has offered a more concrete framework of multi-level cosmopolitan democracy that appears promising for improving the prospect of popular participation in global governance. Held believes that the interconnectedness and interdependence of the global era requires forms of decision-making that begin with equality as the basis of status.178 His theory is premised upon principles of inclusiveness and subsidiarity.

177 Karin Mickelson has said that: [T]here is no coherent or distinctive ‘Third World approach’ to international law; this appears to be the conventional view among international legal scholars. . . [t]he standard view expressed is that these disparate strands do not weave together in any sort of pattern. While for convenience they might be lumped together under the ‘Third World’ rubric, they constitute little more than a series of ad hoc responses to discrete issues. Even those who would admit the existence of a pattern tend to deny its distinctiveness.
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Inclusiveness means that all those significantly affected by public decisions or processes should enjoy equal opportunity in shaping them. In keeping with traditional understandings of subsidiarity – e.g. the least central unit of government should exercise political power – Held describes it as collective decisions by those whose life chances are being determined. Both principles demonstrate the almost paradoxical significance of decentralisation and centralisation of political power. Prospects for individual participation in policy shaping improve when decision-making is decentralised. At the same time, for trans-local or transnational issues, political institutions must possess a wider scope than the immediate locality.

The above discussion points to the need for multi-level democratic governance. If participation is to be used to actualise self-determination, a plural democratic public forum must be established. By this we mean that a continuum of political engagement from the local to the global appears necessary to realise our goal of popular participation in international law-making and thus popular aspirations towards self-determination. This continuum would encompass direct and participatory processes of civic participation at the local level; becoming increasingly inclusive the more transnational an issue becomes. A forum such as a GPA, where delegates can deliberate global issues, would be effective so long as such an institution is complemented and legitimised by local and regional level institutions capable of eliciting – and absorbing – the will of the people.

How then, is such a model to be achieved? What concrete measures and institutions are needed in order to facilitate the injection of participation into a structure such as a GPA? We provide no definitive answer to this question, but instead canvass other participatory institutional mechanisms and suggest how these
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models may be of assistance. Some of the participatory institutions examined are already in place, while others remain hypothetical. Through these brief case studies, we suggest how mechanisms could be adapted to provide participatory channels to international law-making for large-scale populations.

D. Participatory Decision-Making: The Example of South America

Perhaps the most well documented examples of participatory decision-making institutions are those emerging in South America. In Porto Alegre, Brazil for example, a model of popular participation in municipal level governance is in operation. Deliberative health councils, which function as areas of collaborative decision-making between civil society and local governments, were implemented by the Workers Party as part of a grand vision of participatory political reforms. Councils are deliberative in that, joint decisions are reached through a discursive process of debate aimed at persuasion, compromise, and agreement. In addition to promoting public awareness of on-goings, councils are empowered to formulate local health policy and to distribute resources. According to Schonleitner, participation in local councils is a method of ‘deepening democracy from the bottom up’ by providing individuals with real power over decisions of immediate import.

Resembling the design of Porto Alegre’s deliberative councils is the governance structure of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA). A central feature of ALBA’s composition is the Council of Social Movements, which links corresponding national councils consisting of delegates from local community groups of member-states. This Council operates alongside the top-level Council of Ministers and is tasked with both ‘channelling popular opinion into ALBA
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initiatives and overseeing public interest in existing projects. In forming a regional alliance, ALBA countries can collectively resist domination in a way that would not be possible as individual nation-states: ‘[I]t is possible to view some regional frameworks as counter-hegemonic projects, which in this historical period are designed to restrict the influence or dominance of the US or the West.’

Such a structure competes with the hegemonic model of neoliberal globalisation ‘on the global, regional, sub and re-construction of hegemonic social structures across multiple levels and scales transcends international relations by employment of trans-national mechanisms’. This arrangement allows popular participation to be transformed from passive to active by bestowing community groups with direct access to top-tier decision-making. In so doing, it has been argued that a ‘new kind of legitimacy in international law’ has been created. The ‘plurinationally’-constituted member-countries of Bolivia and Ecuador are examples of ‘nations’ within traditional nation-states; engendering one possible approach to subsidiarity at a highly-devolved local level. Here, Political power is linked to regional awareness and popular action.

In a similar vein to these real-life examples of participatory institutions is the hypothetical model of participatory economics formulated by Michael Albert and Robin Hahnel. The institutional design proposed to achieve the goals of economic democracy and solidarity is premised upon a multi-level structure similar to Held’s. The proponents state that:

> [T]he major institutions used to achieve these goals are 1) democratic councils of workers and consumers; 2) jobs balanced for empowerment and desirability; 3) remuneration according to effort as judged by one’s work mates; and 4) a participatory planning procedure in which councils and federations of workers
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and consumers propose and revise their own activities under rules designed to guarantee outcomes that are both efficient and equitable.

Starting at the community level and ranging through to the city, the regional and the national levels, a spectrum of organised bodies or ‘consumer councils’ would congregate in order to ‘permit expression of desires for social consumption on an equal footing with the expression of desires for private consumption’. In other words, it is imagined that community members would present their consumption requests to the council, accompanied by the effort ratings they have been awarded by their fellow workers. The burden that such a proposal would impose is then calculated, taking into account the social costs of producing particular goods and services generated by the participatory planning procedure.

In essence, this model appears to suggest that in opposition to capitalism’s requirement of surplus production for profit, a participatory economy would facilitate the direct communication between consumers and producers in order to ensure that consumption and production are evenly balanced. This militates against the exclusion of those who are normally disenfranchised from economic participation by re-casting the purpose of economic arrangements from mechanisms to deliver profit to the already wealthy, to an allocative mechanism for social goods run according to priorities set in consultation with the most vulnerable in local and global society.

As a final example of a participatory design template, we look to the organisational structure of La Via Campesina (LVC); a transnational association of peasants, smallholding farmers and agricultural workers. It comprises over 150 local and national organisations in over seventy countries from Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas. The LVC represents the interests of 200 million farmers in its revolt against neoliberal globalisation. For present purposes, the most important feature of this association is its ‘associative horizontality and transnational regionalism’. LVC is divided into seven geographical regions, with each holding assemblies where members deliberate and strategize face-to-face. Each region then selects delegates to meet every three to four years at an
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international conference to decide upon the overall direction of LVC. From here, a fourteen member Internal Co-ordinating Commission (ICC) is established, consisting of two representatives from each of the seven regions. The ICC is the core decision-making body of LVC and also the most important link within the member groups of the association.\footnote{id}{Id. at 30-31.}

The key function of the LVC is its organisation of deliberative assemblies at the regional and global levels for the purpose of shaping programmes to interconnect groups, cultivate individual and collective capacities and generally deliver material benefits to its members.\footnote{id}{Id. at 31.} Localisation and regionalisation no doubt increase the potential for popular participation; however such processes by themselves do not necessarily guarantee gender equality in the participation of LVC members. In order to address sexism and patriarchy, ‘the most pervasive sources of social and political exclusion’, LVC has both created a separate Women’s Assembly to discuss the specific needs of women, and established a policy requiring half of all delegates to be women.\footnote{id}{Id. at 31.} In enacting such a policy, LVC has clearly acknowledged that failure to ensure women’s participation in the deliberative process ‘would make any claim to participatory democracy preposterous’.\footnote{id}{Id. at 31.} This deliberate engagement with inequality fosters inclusion by involving those traditionally alienated from mainstream democratic institutions. This is what sets participatory approaches apart from conventional liberal-democratic institutions which inevitably privilege well-resourced groups in society by preserving social inclusion/exclusion outside the sphere of deliberative concern.

The above examples show the very realistic possibility of lower-level institutions achieving the purpose of facilitating deliberative and participatory processes of agenda setting. We believe there is no compelling reason why such community and regional level initiatives cannot complement a global forum such as a GPA similar to the way the World Social Forum does so for civil society.\footnote{id}{The World Social Forum (WSF) was formed in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 2001. Its slogan is ‘Another World is Possible.’ In Principle 1 of its founding charter it defines itself as ‘an open meeting place for reflective thinking, democratic debate of ideas, formulation of proposals, free exchange of experiences and interlinking for effective action, by groups and movements of civil society that are opposed to neo-liberalism and to domination of the world by capital and any form of imperialism, and are committed to building a planetary society directed towards fruitful relationships among Mankind and between it and the Earth’.} It is imperative that an appropriate balance is struck between the centralisation and decentralisation of international law-making if this process is to achieve a
participatory character. The likelihood of Third World peoples meaningfully participating in the formation of policies which affect their lives depends on their ability to access localised forums of deliberation, which in turn feed into and influence the outcomes of deliberations at the more centralised, global level.

VI. CONCLUSION

“The rising aspirations for a better life on the part of millions of human beings, hitherto devoid of any expectation of receiving serious consideration, cannot be suppressed. As it has been well said ‘law must become more political if politics are to become lawful’.”

-R.P. Anand

The world is in flames. Stamping feet and rallying cries of the excluded, oppressed, and disenfranchised can be heard across the globe. In North Africa and the Middle East, peoples are revolting against autocratic regimes and their monopolisation of political power. In Asia, hundreds of thousands of Chinese factory workers are striking in protest of harsh labour conditions while in India nearly two hundred thousand peasants have committed suicide in response to debt-induced despair. In Europe, Greeks mobilise against frozen wages and vanishing pensions while British students take to the streets in opposition to the trebling of university fees.

Their rage has been triggered by capitalist – principally neoliberal – forces. In three swift decades, global economic policies propelled economic inequality to unprecedented levels. Indeed, while peasants, workers, and whole populations of dispossessed struggle to make ends meet, the number of billionaires in these same places grows exponentially. As James Scott points out, neither success nor exploitation alone is sufficient to trigger a rebellion. For those living at the margins, the primary concern is not the general improvement of wellbeing but the minimisation of disaster. Precariousness produces a ‘safety first’ outlook. Yet, when even this minimal aspiration is placed out-of-reach, upheavals occur. In this instance, it was the global recession and the banker bailouts that broke the camel’s back.
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Eliminating programmes of social uplift to compensate for the folly and greed of the moneyed classes – all the while protecting their profligate lifestyles – was too much to bear. Hardship may be unpleasant, but hardship in a time of affluence is barbaric. Polanyi made this observation decades ago: ‘the absence of the threat to individual starvation which makes primitive society, in a sense, more human than market economy’.211 The fact that a large proportion of the Third World starves or suffers malnutrition while obesity rates in the First World expand, is testament to the phenomenon of unequal distribution that plagues neoliberal times.

TWAIL’s purpose is not to bring our attention to the aforementioned grumblings but to reform an international order that facilitates the manifestation of such inequity. To this end, TWAIL does not propose a single model but a series of measures aimed at tempering international law’s imperialist aura and actualising its democratic rhetoric. Despite the richness of diversity among TWAIL scholars, what their suggestions have in common is the supremacy of self-determination, the Holy Grail in emancipatory struggles. When reforming global governance, it is imperative to pursue institutional mechanisms that are in ‘harmony with the growing aspirations of the overwhelming numbers of the peoples of the world’.212

Our proposal in this article operates at two levels. The first is structural and requires a comprehensive revision of the blueprint of the international legal architecture. Meaningful change, that is change that aligns with the aspirations of Third World peoples, cannot happen without the adoption of a more pluralistic, inclusive, and participatory framework.213 This is not a controversial point. As Koskeniemi explains, structural bias ensures that ‘patterns of fixed preference are formed and operate inside international institutions.’214 In short, nothing is random. To undo these patterns, the system itself must be rebuilt. Exactly how this can be done is open to debate and will be the product of continuing contestation, but there can be little doubt that the application of similar practices, vocabularies, biases, and interests will inherently produce similar outcomes. To paraphrase Albert Einstein, problems cannot be solved through use of the same thinking present when they were created.

This leads us to the second level of our proposal. For all its complexities, the aim is simply to inject another kind of thinking into international legal relations.215 Liberation struggles have always been predicated on what Ngugiwa Thiong’o
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described as a *decolonisation of the mind*\textsuperscript{216} ‘transforming a situation of subjection to one of liberation is not possible without first changing the individual’s self-perception’.\textsuperscript{217} As elucidated by Paolo Freire’s concept of ‘conscientisation’\textsuperscript{218} and animating the split between TWAIL I and TWAIL II scholars, simply exchanging one set of rulers with another without widespread education in critical analysis of the relations of power will eventually result in a replication of the same inequalities. What is required is not just a structural change but a transformation of the consciousness of citizens. This transformation necessitates a rethinking of the very purpose of international law.\textsuperscript{219} While institutional circles continue to regard it as a type of playground (battlefield to some) for international diplomacy, this state-centric perception appears rather antiquated. International law-making is more than a tool for the management of international relations; it is a site of contestation between competing ethics.

On one hand is an ethics of expertise, exclusion and plutocracy – international law as fiefdom. On the other is an ethics of subsidiarity, inclusion and democracy – international law as self-determination. The clash is one of competing idioms, of competing aspirations: ‘competing descriptions work to push forward some actors or interests while leaving others in the shadows’.\textsuperscript{220} In the shadows of international law, TWAIL is a ray of light, a ray of hope, and a ray of the people.
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